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by ' law against'
> be confined ! f&r,f
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the* past ten, year^l It should be remembered that
our maximum Security Institution are confined

•’ will' until- they change. Most of them stand to
period]? of tim‘e.

:

,

Most of them do not feel themselves’ t'£rhe'

ill.” Most of them do not agree that they need treatment . •

‘

[

1

process, a happening, which offered hope of release, has*.continued
through ten years of change to capture the imagination .of

;
these..Wen,J^^-

and adapt .as the realities require. .(As the
:
^process of. theral>yf h:

f
--

began these men .had the feeling that everyone would be better
tomorrow. We hayd

1
matured as the many tomorrows have returned .iiS
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to the dreary struggle, of daily life.)
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The- Setting

•
.. Oak Ridge is an administratively integrated but

separate division of the • Mehta1 Health Centre at Penetahguishene^y^!^§^
A maximum security ‘building of eight

,
thirty-eight bed Wards

®

r

,

;
looks- ‘like and is ; built like a prison. Each ward- has- indiviaubl'^^lp^f^
'rooms ranging down both sides; of a lohg corridor which deboti

into a euphemistic sunroom capable of seating all ward' fteibers‘i-^>f^^]^.
Each room with its bed, sink and toilet is completely open to the.

corridor through the bars that form its front wall and dbor'i;

There is no privacy. --. - •

/’

The patients are referred to Oak Ridge from three
Courts, reformatories and penitentiaries, and other Ontario hospitals
From tne courts come those found Not Guilty By Reason of. Insahibjr^|^|^|
those unfit. /to stand trial, and those remanded for thirty a

day periods of observation. Reformatories and other Ontario hospitals^
send those with whom their own facility of treatment and s ecurity
are insufficient to cope. Patients at Oak Ridge therefore vary.il^p-^^ill
widely in regard to classification some being s eriouslyJiaivolvdd

: with the. law, some; not at a 11c ,. Almost all were sent. and ars; being;ssis
held against their: will. fd-f' '
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At the present time., Oak Ridge is divided into two

units. The Activity Therapy Unit 'encompasses; four
multiple programmes which are designed to help patients

'

mentally retarded, physically disabled, chronically ill, and^. eXaeriy^^
The unit is directed by a psychiatrist and has a full representa
of the allied health personnel including psychologists, Bocial^-;'^|^^^
workers, nursing, etc.

'

'

>...

-

The Social, Therapy Unit encompasses four w ards: 4r
H Wards . The unit has a series of milieux which •3re;desi

J
gned:^^^’f|^^^;

help patients that are young, early in their illness., both',

schizophrenia and psychopathy, of average or better intelligeo^fe^lr^
and normal appearing./ During the patients’ fetay in/the
experience four unique, milieux which are graded in

aim of the programme will help him to become a
’
person -

:;
.otie

insight into his .behaviour and with communication skills to
;;
.help

relate the multitude of feelings which lie' deep within him. •$hia/:';^.,^
process will see him come to a balance in regard to his anti-Spc^a^t;;jgJ.

;

]s|,

* activity. •>*#*&£*& -f>

The milieux programmes to be described lay heavy einpha

the use of patients as the main agents of therapy in lengthy

'

v
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intensive programmes of small groups, committees and ward meetih^S.*^'^^*.'

These patient groups function on an almost staffless .basis
1

frees their dependance on professional staff resources except
. specific areas, for example ,

medication. Freedom from dependancegoif^lw
the professional has' allowed the four wards to each /have a

making paradigm related to treatment, and an authority pa radigni ?//^/v|:?-ypi

related to control, .particularly in regard to security staff^'^EacJt^^p
ward is an exercise in different government, each a- different
lifestyle intended to familiarize the patients with varyihg^ degrees
of social and personal, responsibility. This emphasis .on staifjrles

;e«^|'^|
ness is. in part the upshot of theoretical conviction' and partly '•

necessity forced, by the professional staff shortage . At the /present-
time there are W.-5-

.
patients', 60 security staff ana 5. pr.of§.ssionals.^#^^|time there are ---patients, 60 security

one psychiatrist, 3 nurses and a person.
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THE PHILOSOPHY ’'h ‘

The Therapy Process - Ten Years Li W:
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Barker and Mason j (1) have described five oa jor' Assumptions
which were the 'foundation for the development of the intensive
treatment unit at .Qak Ridge, .196? — 19oB, These assumptions wfere

(1) Sickness as the failure of communication^
(2 ) Dialogue as therapy »
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These assumptions, and a programme which
,

consisted of .confrontation, anxiety-arousal, analysis s.Jid_

in committees, dyads, ytriads, and small groups, support
community meetings, -the use of demystifying drugs, and the fefedba<!^;^/^<;

resources Of videotape equipment, ’’led to the setting
for dialogue”. In these early years as the dialogue betweennthe^Kv^l;!
patients but more importantly between the patient s'^a'nd

;
staff

*

a process of paring away, of defense disruption, and demystificatioi^-v; ‘

proceeded so that we could still today agree that the examinat.iqjn^f^-
communication in all its forms as described by Buber - <2^ i

paramount importance and that the process of psychotherapy
Laing described, .’’consisting in the paring away of «
between us - the -introjections, in short all the c

past transference and unwittingly
,
as our currency

It is this
the conditi
Laing (2)

But time 'has passed, and the creative tension of forced,
interaction which wrought so many changes and gave birth - to. fbur^
inter-locked wards has created a brand new; dialogue, space;

- the emphasis in the early days was more on the creation Of b
therapeutic social system, at one point in the growth and process bf^ > !

;-

this therapy the focus began to turn inside so t ha t the' relationship^
I - Thou, so important in the early days of community, 'began 'to •

to the new= space of-

I

- Me. The basic paradigm began to move':.fr*pni :;^f
talk therapy where the delphic dictum, Know Thyself > 'reignedyWb^e^''^

'

Thyself where the infinite reflexive act of consciousness^
We began to see the space between the words as equally important
Simultaneously more experience in the .community ehanged.jthe ^estioiis'T^
it needed to have answered.' Commonly, the question changed.

”What ’ s happening?” to ’’Get into it.” Consider a. community wibhc^W^#^:
knowledge of the Dexamyl-Tofranil treatment. For/seven itfe efcs;

patient works with this drug combination and has certalir experienbe&>Wy
In the early days of community they_needea to know and relate -about^|3^
this experience. Nov/, they' know, most- of .them, so dialogue- is.;

required to fact-find, but rather simple affirmation is soughb-andj^l^^
given. There began to emerge a recognition then, that, each' person’
is an energy system of mutual" Opposites and that in the ^spa -- '

encounter one experiences mutual tolerance of presence with
dialogue of silence as loud becaus.e it gives rise .to the.

inner conversation of disconnected false identities ''-'«-w/vV.e

- H/-

Thus it is “that in ten years the major assumptions
founding community remain intact but for perhaps only
philosophical programme. While the' exterior life of

.
.. ^

’ has itself gone through transitions so that the ’outer spacer
;

pjf>'ehch^l^|J

Derson has definite reality co-ordinates, the movement‘he^ ; be
:

eh.‘^te^^
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- processes of ana lysis.!

'dialogue space of trust
has' been ; t p .one:.; of, non-judgement and

Offered hereafter, a re three &?*'+•*+* + < Aw*-t £*«»

•>gypvm here ;-?i emerging from, the new
(1) .Suffering - as the source of re-i

t.

Follow us through; first o.uter -

,. then inner space - t

ward structure. ,to the persons and paradoxes that are our
v
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OUTER SPACE

I - Thou
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Each community develops its. own lifestyle .
:

. ffWha,t 'has.^^J^ ;^f¥^S^fi
precipitated out of the dialogue space of I - Thou. has

:

been„a^;g^:3r^4l^^
bigger family, of' relations. Four of these will bri efly .

be .describe^
as the • relatives among which we all live. In bolcf relief. In -regardl’I.'...^

to these relatives are. basic need structures which dominate
energy transfer between persons. • .While these rela tives

.
beyond, our., skin is that of- being together

' pot. neglected the outer Skin of our reality

BEING TOGETHER' ...

1. The Relatives.
' .y'ivv

(i ) I - Thou .My needs / Yours’ - ’The Buber Dyad.

• Much, of the old philosophy is^ now
r on two .of «Qur. wards. -.Jt is still; the stubborn attempt, tid phy/iaway^M^I
the props and masks which separa'te people. It is still the
whereby Fat a .minimum -two people are. allowed to .knoyr more about .eachfgp*'

other, - about the world,: and about themselves.’' -. The. cr e§itiye.;.tensipa]

Y

MU
of .fortped'.encounter; leads-, one into the woyld of ^udgpnmh^;i.^|

r
S^e.'

:^«^|^
grew ; in, our -dyad we reached a new inter face of tsns.iony:.;theyfijS.l^wv»4^t%

on non-judgement.,best described by the .Gestalt Prayer; (3 5 1
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I am riot in. this

;
world; to. live up td;7our|expeptia||D^^^J*^'

.. -••And. voii are ; not in this world to live up. t

^nd. .you do yours

.

' V <>*tSa.C ;

-

..... .. its world .to

•V>^-*JC bnr-i and you are you. ;,i '"''
X’~ ~ ’ ’ - -— -— •*• it *s beautiful.: :If by .chance we meet it r s beautiful-

X If not it can * t be helped.'!
.
XX-'x:

(ii) I - Us - My Needs. / Ours - The Group
,
Tribe , oh AUafil -

:

.-. :... '.- y\-y,
' x;:"

•' '«:••_ . •

: " t !x
:

x.
; ;

. :.; :!-...,
"•

..;!;X>X: '-XyX;

<
r

'
;

' The -group is a -forum which allows each pa tient thon<?pportu^.ty;::'i5^‘

•
; to - identify with a small number of people.;• Eaoh. activity
- individual in the' group in second to the group n^o

v attempt to have pie individual identify with his group, even,

definite' challenge of other groups. - '
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(iii) We -- My Heeds. / Theirs - ~ The Community X
- Each community defines in their own complicated- ways- of **$ziy>v^;^yS^v

•interaction its whole life style. The ward meeting is the’.

,of the community. The community is the culture. j;,Against this
background then'is .each individual person in the dyad, in. .thf.;

group

in the community- ward meeting. f ’ 1

. v . .
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(iv) Us - Them -. Trust / Paranoia - The Nation

The various communities of the unit are in themselves/;^y^;^^|^i;
relation to each other. They have different privileges

i

different milieux, and unique ways of problem solving.
j
The^commhrv^A^all I Gi cil O - i/ix licUA

,
CJIIU luuuuo via y ^ ^ - i1

nit.ies are tiered from desirable to less desirabxe.-f.-- .Idehtity^-gf^tii^
the group and ; community is at a level "I knov; who ,1 - am ;because.r^^;iV;^.t^y^

know I am -not one of them." '•
;

,
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- 2. Cultural Reality: An. -Exere1sg...

.

a.
.

; ’-'
*
.'/*>''" -Defined .Agreement- Of

When, people are together they.- define reality for.

mutually participating m all aspects of reality -defii^tipn^^tThe^^^^
"u sua 1 socia 1 system" becomes th, e r eality tester ©f .every . exp'e3^ei|c©-*^l
a«/^ hohauinm’ .onr'ilH nO' in t.hft p-fouD bpCOWeS SUbi6Cb- t© -.4tih©i'Sr

are w or. sensual 1
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. .3. Media ^The System

(i) To date we have had over one hundred editions of a weekly

newspaper: "The Seventh Circle” .* This paper has in a smallpbut

definite way contributed to the many facets of Social Therapy life**

V/hat the culture experiences in. regard to communication .the news-
_v

paoer, radio, television and group rally become important ways to

-

this communication Our newspaper has had responsible and unusually ,

interested patient editors who- turn, out a paper, which is confidential
,

•

and published only for. the S.T.1I. In. that sense it is much ^ore ;pu;.

personal and acts at times as a reality medium for unit solidarity .g'-t

or discord. •
'

- - - - -
'

y: ' \ t -v
.. .

.•

T.V. hook ups r.o that each,

i

« ^ _ *i i - j. * ^ — -i- 1
, i* v

hUIllh U I Ufrj OJ. ' 1 7 *
,

.

tii^ Caosule and a five day a w.eek news broadcast of events that ^ , r ,

happen" around the unit. From our appropriate safeguards concerning ^ , ;
u

censorship, this medium is only at the budding stage and awaits--

.

more equipment, to fulfill its destiny.
,

-•
= •*.

^
\ .

•
1

(iii) Rally - To date on the unit we have had two meetings of all
^

;

our W.L.G.’s. Over sixty-five patients, more than half of the active .vv;

oatient body, have met. with the administration and .talked about mutual^ *;

problems. Both of these meetings have been .televised to the 1 rest of ^ v^:
;*

the Patients. While neither of the.se meetings can be seen as a rally,

they" could be seen as a forum where seeds have been sown for a
•

^

gathering -which would help solidify our unit identity.

So it is possible for one to see the many levels of inter-
^

relations which happen considering that one pbrson is center _ and %

radiating out into concentric rings through the relationship; with '

- another person in a dyad,
_

- several people in the group;
.

’v

.u

- the whole community in the ward meeting, rx

•

- the security staff as they .rotate _ on shift,'

- the professional staff in the office;
.

.

' f ::Vv

in relation to the administration, and on to outside facilities of. the

hospital, the community, -with immediate, family, friends
,
and other,

>

appropriate facilities of rehabilitation services. Each relation -

has its needs, and, declared and undeclared agendas. We attempt to-;:'
"

bring each interface and relationship into focus with notes either

dyad -reports, notes from the group, notes from the ward meetang,

feedback- on important treatments, in general ward feedback,
,
.with the

Seventh Circle and. then in regard to unit ward T.V. coverage -of

important events,
ilSyi:

In the Divine Comedy Dante placed the murderora, suicides and.

crimes against God and art in the 7th Circle of Hell* /

r;>
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person spends the - day in the world outside 'of him and t>he

.
world inside of* him. With the aid of other persons in the h.ac’kgrouricT

of the ward culture he has an opportunity to define himself in their
defined reality in the actual way. At the same time he has an .

opportunity to explain in the presence of his peers his inner world,
using them only as a projection screen on which to play out his - " "

inner dramas. So • there is a telescoping, effect
.
with media .on the one_

hand amplifying the outep regions of the pe.rson and LSD amplifying
the deepest" inner regions of the person. Back and forth the .dialogue

acts between the culture constructed of his outer reality and the
inner reality of a thousand hidden agendas. This more balanced view’,

of the individual leads us on the greater path of internal freedom .

and it. has lead them to redefinition ' of a person, one blended with
the views of Kast and West, Inner and Outer. . "y. ; - / y]v„

A
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- Me

"Man should not ask what he may expect from Life but
should rather understand that life expects something
from him." - (Frankl) -

Xi
*
'

yr **^^'3 ^

; -S -

I am alone in my room* :
>• v

. y ^

I have encountered all day and now I am alone with myself
I love you in relation to me, yet I'm also in relation to me*,.; ^
I have not yet left- this hospital and five years has become teny
A master of talk therapy, the search for my soul goes on

.
' • •

•

'

1* Suffering ... as the source of re-creativity '

• \
f; :

:

:

C\

The meaning of life in our maximum security hospital and; tVig,y; >1
change in values saw a further descent into the existentialist philoso-v -

phy, into the here and now. For some men, like the men in ;

the death camps, experience and creativity lost their -meaning - in

.

our

»

social system. Hope of release was dashed and so they were cast'into the
deeper inner voyage to self-meaning. Some turned to Frankl. ... ,

'

"But even a man who finds himself in the greatest ....

distress,, in which neither activity or creativity
can bring values to life ,

nor experience give mean-
ing to it - even such a man can still give his life
a meaning by the way he faces his fate,, his distress.'
By taking his unavoidable suffering upon himself
he may yet realize values.

"Thus, life has a meaning to the last breath. For
the possibility of realizing values by the very
attitude with which we face our unchangeable
suffering - this possibility exists to the very
last moment. 1 call such values attitudinal values.
The right kind of suffering - facing fate without r

flinching ~ is the highest achievement that has been
granted to man." d '*V

’

While an attitude toward suffering was a fundamental.:value .whdch. dr/
;

f;

began to appear, our own reason came into focus and began to be questioned!
What had seemed so logical and right. had not yielded the answer or results S
to those patients that remained confined. And they tried hard to under-'f^V;
stand the circumstances, they tried hard to make it fit into their world i q -

view but finally the very ground of their reasoning process began to /.

shake. Our existential anguish lead to Camus: *



11Just as reason was aisle ;to soothe the melancholy y’

of Plotinus it provides modern anguish the means •

of calming itself in the familiar setting, of the j

eternal o The absurd mind has less luck* For it, J v
7

the world is neither so rational nor so -v .;.^
' ' ;V/ft

irrational* It is unreasonable and only that.
• '

' -
•

•

- P h-
With Husserl the reason eventually limits it ,;.V

_
... 1

all* The absurd, on the contary, establishes * v
.

•

its .limits since it is powerless to calm its anguish*
Kierkagaard independently asserts that a single >'

:v
'

/

limit is enough ' to negate that anguish. But the v.'.,^ •

absurd does not go so far. For it, that limit is \ ;.r; re-

directed solely at the reason’s ambitions. The theme -

of the irrational as it is conceived by the exist- v
•

:

. .

v

entialists is reason becoming confused and escaping by
negating itself. The absurd is lucid reason noting 7. 7-.

it’s limits,” .

;
'

For some this was the answer. He; no longer had to look within him-
self and experience the anguish of non-explanation. He began to concede
that the world was an absurd place to live in. If It made, sense It was v
only the narrowest of views. The tension then was dissipated from the -

logic of the programme and a Catch-22 attitude began .to appear. ' 7

Further, as we saw value in suffering, as* we accepted the limits 7^'
of our rational mind we began to see every person as an infinity of -77 •

experience and behaviour, infinitely complex. To some
,

every, person
.

became a god. Every person took meaning as a product of his past. We
could see ourselves as a past projection into the present now from a ;
thousand hidden agendas of genes, parents, families, school, work, society,
etc. And as these past projections entered into the now and as we got
in touch with the projection of ourselves into the future we became aware;
that for any man the ground of his present being is all of his past living
in bad faith with himself

.

:
This is shown in his negativity. The personas 7

negativity portrays the unfinished parts of him and offers the direction
for his own re-creativity so that his most positive self is, his most j

negative self. .
. — :

; 7 •

•

Paradoxically- we found pain in our joy, and negation in our position.
We came to see with Sartre, "A man is what he is not and he is not what ••••- 77
he is,” We could see with Sartre that decisions that we had made ourselves,
that were in .’’bad faith" with ourselves .in the past remained as negatlv-

;

ities, as voids and that in self-re-creation it wasour .task to unite

„

77
these voids and admit them back into our personalities. This help changed ’

our attitudes and it helped our mind relax. . . - ••7-77 7>-;7:

In a culture that demands one to flee from his pain, where every -

+
'\77

. headache is to be masked by aspirin, it is hard for one to see the. ' -7:7'

importance of pain in one’s life. Be that as it may, the road inward v*.

lies on the path through all of our unfinished projects and all of our ...

pain. This attitude, is described well when Frankl states,

"We have said that in creating, man actualized creative :
‘

""'7:

-

values; ' in experiencing, experiential values;- and in
suffering, attitudinal values. Beyond that, however,’'
suffering has a meaning in itself* In suffering from ._

'V y'
v'

something we move inwardly, away from it, we establish d > .

y

distance between our personality and this something. ;;
” ^



"Just as reason was able 'to soothe the melancholy •

of Plotinus it provides modern anguish the means .r

of calming itself in the familiar setting of the ..Xk.*%Vb.£'
eternal . The absurd mind has less luck. -For it, {

\

^

the world is neither so rational nor so ^

irrational. It is unreasonable and only that. jK
With Husserl the reason eventually limits it

„

all. The absurd, on the contary, establishes
its limits since it is powerless to calm its anguish.

r

Kierkagaard independently asserts that a single ; v I

"

limit is enough to negate that anguish. But. the
absurd does not go so far. For it, that limit is
directed solely at the reason’s ambitions. The theme
of the irrational as it is conceived by the exist-
entialists is reason becoming confused and escaping by >:•

negating itself. The absurd is lucid reason noting
it’s limits.” V

1

For some this was the answer. He no longer had to look within hiii^ 'd

self and experience the anguish of non-explanation.. He began to concede*. .7 * •

that the world was an absurd place to live in. If it made, sense it was I.' -- 1

only the narrowest of views. The tension then was dissipated from the

logic of the programme and a Catch-22 attitude began..to appear.

Further, as we saw value in suffering, as' we accepted the limits
;

of our rational mind we began to see every person as an infinity of .W v
experience and behaviour, infinitely complex. To some, every, person
became a god. Every person took meaning as a product of his- past,: .'life •

could see ourselves as a past projection into the present now from, a .....

thousand hidden agendas of genes, parents, families, school, work, society,
etc. And as these past projections entered into the now and as we got

in touch with the projection of ourselves into the future we became aware
that for any man the ground of his present being is all of his .past living ~ j

in bad faith with, himself . This is shown in his negativity.. The personas
negativity portrays the unfinished parts of him and offers the direction';' <:

for his own re-creativity so that his most positive self is his inost '• 3"',y?r

negative self.
ri .

••

•/
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Paradoxically we found pain in our joy,. and negation in our position.

We came to see with Sartre, ”A man is what he is not and he is not -what

he is.” We could see with Sartre that decisions that we had made ourselves,

that were in .’’bad faith” with ourselves .in the past remained as negativ-
ities, as voids and that in self-re-creation it was. our task to unite rj

these voids and admit them back into our personalities© This help changed,

our attitudes and it helped our mind relax. .

In a culture that demands one to flee from his pain," where every .

' *

headache is to be masked by aspirin, it. is hard for one to. see the -

r

importance of pain in one’s life. Be that as it may, the road inward
lies on the path through all of our unfinished projects and all of our r;

"

pain. This attitude is described well when Frankl states,

”We have said that in creating, man actualizes creative
;

values; in experiencing, experiential values; and in
suffering, attitudinal values. Beyond that, however,'
suffering has a meaning in itself. In suffering from
something we move inwardly away from it, we establish a

distance between our personality and this something.
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As long as we are still Buffering from a condition **
that ought not to be, we remain in a state of.’/''

tension between what actually is ‘ on the one hand
and what ought to be on the other hand. And only

'

5
' '

while in this state of tension can we continue to
;

.

v
>

envision the ideal. As we have already.. seen
, this i

’

even applies "to the person who has despaired of
himself; by the very fact of his despair he has • -

cast off some of the blame attaching to himself
, v"'

t

since he is evaluating his own reality in terms r.u

of an ideality and 1 the fact that he can at all
envision values .(even though unrealized ones ) implies ••/•

a certain value in himself. He could not sit in
;

judgement upon himself if he did not already
’
possess y

.

1

..

the worth and dignity of a judge - of a man who has ... ,
r->

:i
perceived what ought to be as against what at the moment ;

is. Suffering therefore establishes a fruitful,
might say a revolutionary, tension in that' it makes for' t

-

emotional awareness of what ought not be. To the •

;:
-

degree that a person identifies himself with things as
they are, "he eliminates his distance from them and

"

forfeits the/fruitful tension between what is and
what ought to be.” •

1
’
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In suffering we actualize attitudinal values
;
thus, the deepest

value in life
,
then, as we came to see as the attitude that we have ; t

t

to our own existence and the surrender of our own ability to control %

" >'
\\

our fate and destiny. At. the same time, the surrender included acceptance-'
of one’s own pain, of one’s plight.

2. .
Let. Be... as the attitude

•
.v. • ?«&•. . p*

And in a culture that gives attention out of anxiety and
hospital where the staff have a right to question until their anxieties
are met maturation of our system has been to come to judge the judgement*
of the patient as worthy and finally to see that they will judge themselves i,

1

-

This question often gets phrased most poignantly whenit’s a question of'
responsibility. For when something is wrong someone must be responsible
for it. And when a person is left alone whether a psychopath or sdhizp/

r

phrenic to make judgements about his actions 'the question will always V.-

*

remain will there be an inner judgement:' Frankl makes a helpful
when he says, .

• v* v>~

’’But what is responsibility? Responsibility is
something we face and something that we may try
to escape. The wisdom inherent in common speech thus '

suggest that there are counter-forces operating in human v
beings which attempt to relieve them of their natural •' •>
responsibleness. And in truth there is something -

about responsibility that resembles an abyss, 'The
longer and more profoundly we consider it, the more . .

: • • f
we become aware of

;
its awf\il depths - until a kind :

of giddiness comes over us. For as soon as we lend
our minds to the essence of human responsibility, we t.

cannot forebear to shudder; there is something fearful
.

'‘

; -v

about man’s responsibility. But at the same time something
glorious! It is fearful to know that at this moment we y

**'<*>; . V,
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bear tne responsibility -xor one next, tnat every
decision from the smallest to the largest is a'

decision for all eternity, that at every moment £-,y

we bring to reality - or miss - a possibility that.;

exists only for the particular moment. -Every ,

moment holds thousands of possibilities, but we -

can choose a 'single one of these; all. the others

,

we have condemned, damned to neveribeing - and that
, ^

too, for all eternity. But it. is glorious to know
that the future,' our own and therewith the future —
of the things and people around us, is dependant -

even if only to a tiny extent - upon our decision,
at any given moment. . What we actualize by that
decision, what we thereby bring into the world,

,

is saved; we have conferred reality upon it from ...

passing ”

•'.hy.i

?.y<£

f •?

And. so ... the
allowance - letting be.

attitude which- facilitates responsibility is

3. Yin-Yang a prime form of inner space

In developing an attitude toward the complexity that is a human
being, we started tp see some value in the concept of balanced polar

_. ;

opposites and to relate
.
the primary and secondary process, to tne -

Yin-Yang symbol. Things; arise mutually, up with down, vhot with cold,
love with hate. We came to see each other as creatures of mixed; feelings

.

We are always ambivalent. At any time we simply accent one side of a' .- .

balanced polar ' opposite band. We ' discpvered that we 'loved and hated, our

,

v ‘

mothers, we loved and hated our fathers, we love and hate ourselves. We
love those parts that are loveable, and we hate those parts that are... *.

hateable. We stop being confused by our mixed feelings. We saw that any -Mg

feeling generates both itself and its opposite and certain social circui--*"V
stances see like together. Other social circumstances see opposites
together and it’s really what’s in focus that decides the meaning. Win
this we looked at both our feeling life and thinking life and fopnd that

r
V-p.-

beyond the straight line Aristotilian logic, beyond the linear
-

opposite
world that grew out of the Greek Mediteranean campus was a world of .

balanced polar opposites. And we found in the Tao Te Ching two very
helpful lessons. '

'

.'A -x:K.y. :
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; ."(2)
'

•
:
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nSince the world, points up beauty as such,
There is ugliness too.
If goodness is taken as goodness, V i

Wickedness enters as well.
, kr W-

.
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For is and is-not come together;
Hard and easy are complementary; ,
Long and short are relative;' -W.i'WiH-
High and low are comparative; '

l

Pitch and sound make harmony ;
• v

.

Before and. after are ’a sequence.
;
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Indeed the Wise Man’s office
Is to work by being still;
He teaches not be speech
But by accomplishment; . <

He does for everything,
Neglecting none; >
Their life he gives to all,
Possessing none;
And what he brings to pass
Depends on no one else.
As he succeeds,
He takes no credit
And just because he does not
Credit never leave him. 11

;

’

‘
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take it, "

(si)

”As honest words may not sound fine,
Fine words may not be honest ones;
A good man does hot argue, and
An -arguer may not be good! •«

•

The knowers are not learned men
And learned men may never know.

The Wise Man does not hoard his things;
Hard-pressed, from serving other men,
He has enough and some to spare

;

But having given all he had,
He then is very rich indeed.

God’s Way is gain that works no harm;
The Wise Man’s way, to do work
Without contending for a crown.”

*

So already the east was coming' full circle, existentialism,
what Buber and Laing, what Frankl and Camus and Sartre had stated, •

, .

these and their brothers were pointing to a more fundamental underlying
process, the equivalents of opposites. Suddenly we weren’t surprised-
at the thousand mixed feelings and bad. logics that are around us every .

V
day.

And how are our communities structured, you ask?
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As we began to move into the new land of inner spac&, -’we 7i _ _ _

to explore the therapeutic use of LSD. in our programmes .because

drug seemed to cause unconscious material to emerge into consciousness*
Once intended as a sort of last resort for the treatment of the psycho-

‘

pathic personality, it is now nearly a basic treatment modality. yUnlike
requests for Amytal/Ritalin, Dexamyl-Tofranil and other drug treatments,

• it is usually a personal matter between the doctor and the patientT,

although in some cases the community might make recommendations i.that.< ii'‘
•

-

certain patient not get the treatment. No one is forced into ‘t^e ^p,yr

a
•

treatment and the patient can withdraw his participation in it. ahy ’‘|ifl}©

he wishes
_

'

••••/.•
; »% • ..\'d’

v ^

LSD is. at such a growing stage that the present F Ward programmeV .

has shifted to accomodate all those who wanted the drug^treatmenb*^ -;

There are currently 2$ patients on F Ward, 26 of whom will have had an.,.

LSD experience. LSD has opened up a whole new world, and’ over the;"past
?

2 years there have been over 25 LSD trips. It is only, recently. that *
' i

.studies have, begun on the long and short terms effects of the LSD
,

yd- - ;

experience. The main source of empirical 'information will* come from
the results of MMPI tests which are

-

given at the pre- and post-LSD .

stages. '
*

.

PREPARATION

* ' y ^ '

'

‘ + ii
r

:% ,

The use of LSD-25 in the treatment of patients, depends on a
.

.

'

number of factors set down by the doctor. To get an LSD treatment,./-, ,

the patient must first consult with the doctor either ' through a -lettet*^;^.

or an inte rview. The decision to use LSD is a matter for the_ doctor.
.

'

and the patient. It is not a compulsory treatment and is done* on a ,• / /

voluntary basis. Once an agreement has been reached however, in order
for the patient to receive it, he must go through a long preparatory
ritual. '

-
•

First, the patient is supplied with a collection of relevant '

literature which describes and discusses the effects of LSD. > Such
texts might include, "The Tibetan Book of the Dead”, and "The ». •

Psychedelic Experience" (Leary). These books are read and discussed
by the patient and his guide or guide's, usually there is only

.
one/.,'

patient guide. Recently, however, the patient has allowed bne att^nd» :

ant staff to sit in with him during the trip and it usually with..

staff around whom the patient feels fairly comfortable. In keeping
with the intimacy of 'the treatment ,.c it

.

is important
_

that the patient r
./•

have suitable guides or companions during the experience. *•

The patient and his guide (s) have daily dyads (or triads) is'— i.
;

the main part of the preparation. These sessions last over a long period
of time, and often the doctor will be present with them. In this forum,
the patients’ fears- and expectations are discussed. , This dyad allows

?

the patient and the guides to maximize the comfort and .'ease^ wi’th ^which
they must be able to communicate. Generally, the guides are" good
friends of the user before the preparation stage.

'

t.



VAfter a fair length of time preparing fcr the experience 'wie
'

pi
^ .

lent and his guide enter the “Capsule” where the trip
They enter the capsule one ox*

.

two days before the trip to

.

patients to adjust to this environment. ;-‘v£ }
. «4,;;

Nicknamed the “Box” or the "Capsule”, and formally named the
"TOTAL EN COUNTER CAPSULE", it is a specially constructed sound-proof|£.

windowless, but constantly lighted and ventilated room, B‘ x 8* jx'lp'
r

in size. It has no furniture to speak of (it is believed that . external
stimulii causes a disruption to encounter groups, thus the abseii&e

^
ef

“

furniture or other distractions), it has the bare essentialsi 'a toxle^j
a sink and on its floor is a carpet which extends from wall tb_^a^.-;^v-
While one is in the capsule he' is restricted to a liquid diet which m£y

^

include milk shakes of various flavours, coffee and soups’. I^is ^
place of quiet security and it is possible to live in the Capsule for
many days at a time totally removed from contact with the outside V
environment. The only association patients have with the outside V-
world is at medication time when staff open the small window located
on the ceiling above the room, ;

"
1

. .. ^ v
. ^

The room is monitored constantly with special audio
;

and video
equipment* There are a number of patient observers outside, tn© cepsul©
who keep watch over the 'patients. They take notes on the* activities'

and are responsible for the welfare' of those inside the room • •

;;

^

•

•

,

The capsule offers a very close, confined and intimate
environment relatively free of distractions,

" —

On the night before the trip, the patient and his guide listen
to music. This music will also be played during the entire trip, .It

is piped into the capsule from a specially equipped video - tape' -V t

recording room located on F-Ward. The patient can select his own
,

.

music

,

/A ...
*

,

THE EXPERIENCE
'

i»w’-

After the preparatory stage, and having entered the capsule,

.

the stage has been set. On the day the trip is to take place; the -/

doctor will enter the capsule and the patient is assessed in regards
to his headspace, whether or not he wishes to carry through arid to
determine fitness of the patient to continue. • ‘ .7.':'^.

The patients vital signs are then taken. His blood t .

.
.

.
.

..

his pulse and his respiration are’ all checked. If he is ready* the
doctor then' gives the patient a choice of getting the LSD 17 or
The LSD is then administered. The dosage is usually 300 micrograms.

The experience lasts anywhere, from 4 to 10 hours . .. The. entire
trip is video-taped and throughout this session the doctor' will be.,,,.;

present, in the chance that the patient runs into difficulties'pf
any kind. "[*/ L v
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That night, the person who had the LSD trip' and his guide "a

.given Dexedrine or Dexamyl. They will stay awake all
about the experience during the trip, or about anything they feel^is vV;

important. o'
’

The next day, the. video and audio tapes will be studied,,, u
however, no special video equipment can ever reproduce the entire trip,
specifically that portion which was "internal" but the patient is abla;'

.

to see a replay of his external interaction while his mind was focused :

;

inward, perhaps instigating recall of some deep inner .experience* H"

Two days after the trip, the doctor again enters the c apSUle' t
-t

Here, the doctor, the "tripper" and his guide discuss the experience ~y.:-

and how the patient feels about it all. It is determined at this
stage whether or not the patient is sufficiently re-integrated to
resume his active role in the ward-community, later recounting the
experience in an essay which goes to the doctor and sometimes it ia

,

published in the Seventh Circle, one of our news media, *
. V".
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THE WARDS

. .iX

H WARD: GETTING TOGETHER \ i';'./! ;¥
!

: -

This Ward assesses upwards of two hundred people each yeaif*

It is, outstanding- on two counts'. It emphasizes the teacher-pupil.

paradigm. It is rule-oriented, and in line with the importance we
place on communication, it rudely introduces would-be treatment ;

candidates to the importance of silence. It may. very well be the .-u

best silence system in the world. 1

. All communication amongst the patient body is controlled#

There is little or no opportunity for the patient neing^ assessed to

collude with another. Each patient has his own room. The. .entire- •

programme that he; is involved in is non-personal but- topic and. '-;!: •

psychologically oriented# Thf* patients are not allowed to talk to

each other except in the classroom and then only in regard to the • red-

paper. In this way the confidentiality of the patient is maintained* /

This is a great asset especially considering our clientele who are ,p' ;

'

the . murderors-, ' rapists
,
arsonists, and child, molesters ,, etc*.,./pf .’

...;>

Ontario. These men invariably are sought out and threatened in. the
county jails. By rigorous control of communication their privacy is

secure. At the same time patients who are likely to be treated .or

return from court for treatment have their first experience in con- ...

inunication. What is denied on our assessment unit will 'be opened

un on the following wards. / .
.A- •'

.. 7

.

From 7 rOO in the morning until 10:00 at night patients on

Warrant of Remand from the. court or those certified mentally ill - >

from a host of places study papers which have been written by' the

patients and staff here. These papers are written on psychological _ -

topics such as manipulations, defence mechanisms
,
.logical fallacies,^

:yy.

feedback, role playing in groups, etc. The legal' rights^ of the^; .^
patient are taught in the paper entitled ihe Mental Health Act*. • Chef-

ward has seven patient teachers who have prior experience in therapy*
,

They teach these groups supported by attendant security staff
.•

j(_ir ' ;

After each paper is taught simple examinations are conducted* The

teacher is a unique figure especially in considering the assessment,tyi-

of the ex-convict. The very human relationship between ...teacher,- 9nd y •*

security staff speaks loudest of the trust and respect between .these

cultures. The teachers work in pairs covering two shifts in ,atday . ;
:

Groups are divided into two and while one group is in the classroom y..
'

the other watches appropriate television programs.
. t

' '• .fi;.-"
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The entire professional team round on the ward twice a .Week* -

On Monday the rounding is in-depth. Here each patient has an v*

opportunity to talk about the process of his assessment^ , his reelings.
;

about his charge and some specific details in regard to his crinie* He
is. aided in legal matters, and appropriate social work responsibilities
are clarified. Before each patient is conferenced he has

.

s' private 1.^/1

assessment by a psychiatrist with the confidentiality that Is,(assumed
in these encounters. J

; * sr f
•*
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' At the end of thirty and sixty day periods ,
depending bjv

Warrant of Remand, patients are brought to a conference chaired. by

Dr. B. A. Boyd, Medical Director for Oak Ridge, where a majority of,'-

•

the Oak Ridge professional staff discuss the patients '.problems ... v
and make recommendations for disposition. Reports are then drafted

for the court. This assessment unit is similar to the Holmesburg '

.
^

Prison Unit described by Norman C. Jablon, M.D. in ”A Unique
_

Forensic Diagnostic Hospital”. (&) The major difference is their
wish to remain neutral in regard to the adversary system'. We seek

.

involvement with the courts. At the time of writing we are in- the

process of creating a third functional unit - the Forensic. Unit
to further this programme.

G WARD:
.

"TALK TOGETHER
. .

. ,

G Ward is our first all-day therapeutic community. It is *
:

organised in a committee system. Designed primarily for patients

taking. their. first step in therapy- from H Ward, the patient" is taught

to solve a psychological problem.

The individual in this setting
gradually begins to experience himself and others, gradually begin-
ning, to encounter his own thoughts, feelings and actions relative

to himself and others. 3a ch ."of these simple ,
aspects of thoughts, - f =

feelings, and actions, is brought into focus and an attempt is made
to see~how each complicates and inter-relates with the others.

.

Although the committee system ' is obviously first used, by the patient
as an extension of his defenses, with time, as he becomes secure,
with the system, he comes to realize that n.e can use the .system in

other more positive ways. In the rigidly structured programme, and "

the tense interaction a great deal of feelings are surfaced,. :"^ ;..W

problems of various nature and degree are often created within the

person and within the community.'- The trials and tribulations of
personal and community life are talked about, analyzed, and shared
up and down the line of authority. The manner in which he and his

community solve these problem's occur in .basically five committees,
f?*;. ;

Whenever stressful interaction " occurs on this ward for 'bne; or ;<-

the others involved, for example mutual intimicfation, the matter* ; :.y

will be “referred”. That is, it will be brought to the attention . . F v

of a committee assigned the function of investigating such incidents.

This committee - Clarification Committee - interviews the .

participants and other interested people ( bystanders
,
friends ,

etc •)

in order to find out what happened and what it meant to those people. -

The committee should not be seen as a model of law courts, of course,
though there will usually be pressure from the many patients with

.

criminal history to consider the Clarification proceedings as a. ,_

.preliminary hearing. Clarification Committee is only to investigate
interactions and incidents as far as is necessary to determine the

facts and the feelings involved. '

,

.
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-After interviewing as many people as seem 16..;h.^ve^somet^|^
.

•

pertinent to contribute, Clarification Committee '
Will;'discus^^^-^v

various aspects of the matter.that^they fee^are
|JfJvered afi "the

"
‘

:

result of. the. complete investigation - the .acts uncoverea n

relevant opinions of committee members - are ^mmarized^in a writtpn^

??EfL
r
a
P
wa?d

n
m^?ing? '«*this*pSfnt^aS^ber: of the comity-f

"uL2??
S
as“eU erviews^s passed, bn ^V-

to the" Sanctions Committee or the Treatment Committee.
.

/

Junctions Committee deliberates on the Clarification^sun^ry.,#y
;

^ •*-

and the comments evokeT’by its presentation in the ward meet

from this, and from- what they understand of the
J®

rsor^^t
J®

s
So"g°

1
y|. r-

and the history of _ the interaction in question, they come to some

decision about action to.be taken. '
:

/:..v

f

% ...
rJy -y ;

. Sanctions Committee is responsible for taking_ster>s to_curb .

. ^
deviant behaviour; when it appears to them either participant .

both' is clearly in the wrong,- they may recommend . some
-i a -i

„ n j'4h?Tient These sanctions commonly involve assignment of menial -' ,.

t
,

Snih<s cRora? or ofW privilege when an individual's^,

attitude toward his community or toward people in- general seems to • ,

retire ejection. When the committee feels, that it "culd^be. -

;

-

profitable for two conflicting people to get to know each othe ,

the sanction recommended might require that they spend J^owor

J?o
C
?lportsd

da
orali/ SoYwaTmeeUng before being passed on :to the ^

'

Staff-Patient Liaison Committee. \--f
; ; VfY...

Sometimes an individual’s attempt' at relating come. to. be noticadv .

as faltp^ng or incomplete . - For example, some -may be consistently y

,

an-Lw
rt

but
n
°h nlnScafinf^hal ?he°indlvi dCa tronhl^m

or
A
unhappy - is likely to be'investigated by Treatment. Committee.

rather than Sanctions Committee. . -
.

.

’

-

y' '

''JV’-
'

Treatment

'

Committee explores individual’s situations in deptlq,^ y
in o^der to make recommendations that will assist their acceptance

^cisr^ Kr^’rsssMa^
^SPr?or

m
Ipp4^f’ I^or?a“

r
also

e
ar^hfdn^^ieW^

conducted by
PP

his coMitMe. Treatment Committee meets .every.^ght.^
to a^ess people who appear most upset, most likely to harm them-- .

4;

selvefor o?Sers. Those who appear to.be psks ^11 be recommended y

;

for safe conditions over night: sleeping stripped of al.l dan^erou _
articles in a ’’safe room’’, for example, or with three-dthers .^Of

will observe him in shifts through the Hje^e^SiJ^take^ac^duririg--'^
Care Unit). Interviews for assessment of risk also take place aurip^

. .

’•
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the daytime: it’s only through Treatment Committee ’ thatc peopla are,

recommended to come, off special restraints. Treatment. .Cpramittee-^j;
j
!

>t^|:,

records- all interviews .and reports them in ward meetings usually
keeping everybody informed of the whereabouts of all the- stray*,

. psyches. ... .

.

.
•

- • u'" t.:’.;*
;

-K-rjf?'-'
*'

-

..."
• fAcr

:
v v-v>

Routine duties of Treatment Committee’ include regular review.

dyads and discussion groups. Dyads are hour-long, agenda-free,- two-^pj
person sessions usually scheduled for five days a week. Discussion ;u.-

groups are selected with care, in the hope of providing each group
j v

member 'with an atmosphere in which he can express himself witn
.

relative freedom. Recommendations are submitted to SPL_ before spy s

changes are made: final approval usually awaits discussion- about:.thevt/W
matter among Professional ’ and Attendant staff, - fp--. V..,

Because most, of our people- arrived and are kept here , as a resuit;.- g
of a propensity for violence*, it isn’t completely surprising that.

-

our interaction sometimes develops hostility near to violence.. When..:-, :

violence occurs (i.e. ’’acting out” ) . or when someone is discovered dn ^.t"

the act. of suicidal gesturing (i.e., - ’’acting : in.” ) or when - something' V

along these lines seems imminent, a bystander will call ’’Crisis’* ..p--
-

Acoustics being "as they are on our wards, all members of Security^
Committee will hear the call. Immediately, the area will be flooded

with their presence. . ..

~

Security Committee’s first duty on arriving at the sc.ehe of the • ;

incident is to prevent further violence. If a fight is/in progress,
n very rare type of disturbance, participants will be bodily
restrained; to prevent further violence, one or both may b.e placed ; .

or SDecial restraints (i.e. ’’cuffs”). Staff are informed immediately ,

usually giving immediate approval to whatever action the committee r.
.

sees as necessary, and a report , is
,
presented

.
in the next ward. • -

. .

meeting. -

. . . .

•
.

.-
. • ft' -i < , .-J/
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Staff-Patient Liaison Committee - usually, referred to . a s •• SPL

is composed of ;
patients who are specially sjcii.led at anticipating' .• 1'..

;

=’

staff needs and at interpreting community activities for the benefit ’

of the staff

.

rfe >v .

It’s necessary
,

"obviously that these patients not, ;

only have considerable previous experience on other committees j but *
that they also enjoy' the confidence of the staffv All .recommendations
representing the ;,decisions of other committees are ^iscussM^f SPL-

with the Attendant in. charge ; of the v/ard .- The final decision tile

staff decision - is renorted by ; SPL in a ward- meeting, along; with y
the minutes of the committee’s discussion with staff. It’s useful

,

to keep in mind the fact that SPL doesn’t make decisions a ffecting
the community except as they are^ permitted to do so by staff; staff
are the final authority- in all matters. • •

When a
.

patient has begun to own his
.

projections, when -he; -in

able to introspect;-' he is eligible for the F Ward. Program*

*- ,;>*«>-

'• .i v
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F WARD: AN ATTEMPT TO BE TOGETHER
;
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The tribal system is the second community experience. F. Wbrd^^-
i s a segregated

,
intensive treatment ward . The patients have their .>,

•

own yard period ,
' their own chapel' period

,
their' own recreational 'V-v-^t

time and they experience more of the professional staff rsfpresence •!';

Only patients who have been in therapy for a long period of time are^..

moved into* this community. Most of a person’s institutional hahg-ups

have been formulated andunany resolved b efore
.

entrance into this
community. Here the person as an individual is stressed and there is

a more concerted effort at discovering the .self in relation bO' the

freer community organisation. ‘ f-

'

' The tribal .system' is’ a near democracy'. "In this ^system,

information and involvement, happen in all directions 'simultaneously. •

Each member of the community is surrounded by those to whom he'-is

responsible, the degree of closeness proportional to the degree of 1-

responsibility.. The consiensual total iniormation procedures for
handling decisions and the absence of fixed roles demand the

'f '^C
participation of each member of the community beyond merely yoking ..f'

in the peer-democracy structure. Immediacy and direct relating^ are •

stressed.

Each member of the community, in this system,' is assigned •

membership in one* of three tribes approximately equal in size.
.
i^Phe

tribes are imoortant as immediate social environment to each of t.neir

members: kept to the same membership for six months, often meeting

several times daily, tribes are thereby encouraged to work out

necessary mutual adjustments. Theoretically, intimacy is 'virtually ^
forced; as a result of this process, participants will gain in v-C y ^

confidence and ability at relating. Tribes also act as combination
Clarification/Sariction/Treatment/Progress committees for their -own

members . Every tribe haS‘ an elec ted Mod erator ,
but alx tribe deci-

sions are reached by. voting: the will of the majority is the will

of the tribe.
.

'

.

'

:

' f‘
v

'l '

v
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The tribes, when they meet together, are a ward meeting. ivlnto;'^

this arena, under the direction of an elected Ward moderator, flows /

all information .of any importance to the community. When a tribe -

voices its agreement on some matter in the form of a recommendation,,

the recommendation is presented in a ward meeting and must be voted

upon. All community members participate in this process - no ...

abstentions are allowed; people -must vote "for" or "against yon, any

question put to the community. The community’s consent -to any

recommendation is represented by no less than a two—thirds majority^

The courier, by filling the' information gap between staff <and

patients, completes the SPL-like function of the ward meeting. The >

courier’s role is normally filled by every member of the. community ,\;f

one at a time in weekly rotation. There is no authority attached to

this iob: the 1 community’s tradition forbids the courier carrying -

personal or tribe messages to the -staff, representing his views of.*



the - community ,
or making, decisions ..for the community , .v^he- c

is simply an" information-carrying agent of the ward meeting.

The other half of ..the courier’s role involves, his function* as;' fffk
an agent of staff. Attendant staff closely observe the community

through all program phases: .their ideas and opinions
,
coupled with

the information 'brought to them by the courier, result in decisions.: ^ ?

conveyed back to. the ward meeting through the courier.. It’s not

unusual for attendant staff to discuss a trihes^.affairs- directly • with

that tribe, or to address' a’ ward meeting directly; the courier

though, is available to attendants at any time — whether or not -v

meetings are in session. • •'
.. p-W:'-'

In contrast to the attendant staff’s continuous contact with: the

commuhitv, professional staff may be seen as occupying the community's

horizon." In- practice, however
,

' there is little remoteness to their ..

relationship with the community:, the professionals meet .regularly *•;.>

with tribe representatives and the courier, attend ward meetings, -^w..
discuss tribe matters with the tribes concerned at least weekly, and".; ...

interview individual pa tients ..frequently . Attendant staff are .

primarily concerned with, decision-making in routine or_ everyday ,7

matters; professional, staff are active at depision-making that mean !

major changes for the community. Channels of communication are -

.
p-Mf ;

always open for professionals and attendants to. discuss community -r

dvnani.es and review community policies together.

E WARD:. WORK TOGETHER ... .. .

,’

*• After a .patient has. spent, an appreciable time from months: to. .- /-.v
' f

years on the unit, he is moved to this work ward.' The patients work

in five or six different shops. This includes an industrial therapy,

shop a refinishing shop, • an upholstery shop, and a small- contracts,

shop^often referred to as the Ball Shop where the patients make; j;
;

baseballs. At the same time, other work areas such as kitchen workers,.,

and cleaners are manned .by patients. They work a. daily routine much
.

like the average, Canadian factory worker. The work areas are high ^

risk areas. Ror this reason our security assessment is especially.' ;

important. 1 .... • ‘-V#

The industrial programme is similar in nature,., to the
;
reh^ilita«.

tl on programmes, at - the Clifton T. Perkins State Hospital in Jessup g.

Maryland. (3) It is a sub-contractual work programme which duplicates

in a protected setting the usual working conditions ..of. industry * j \\
Most of our natients have very poor work records as well as other - >

adjustment difficulties, it is therefore the goals of programme to -

encourage the men to accept the responsibility ,. work cooperatively,

and- get along with- patient and staff supervisors.. V‘ -•

U) The philosophy, behind o*ur work programme combines both . the H:.;/

therapeutic and practical aims. It is devised to keep. the hospital

running at a high level of efficiency, to assist the patients an the



V recovery process, and to. prepare the

outside -the hospital. ' w- , .... . .

The programme on the ward is organized around Central Gpnmit^e^t v

These patients are hand picked by the security arid professional
.

staff

o

Five patients meet on a regular basis with the ward super-

-

visor and decisions to affect the life of the ward are clarified andf y
.

discussed first in a small group and then three or four, tiroesSB • Veek.-*,.

'

:
•

with the patient body in'a community ward meeting. At the same tiaey'
once a week, patients who are deemed as interacting least with^theij^lf.;.';,

peers are selected for forced dyads. In this way an attempt is niaclev

to encourage a minimum level of social interaction. In regard 'to

decision making, the most potent and influential patients are
.
y;--; •

.

selected by the staff for' Central Committee; this committee ensures

'

the safe, efficient running .of the ward. The atmosphere is much mor^ ir
• impersonal and designed to be more in keeping with an average ITanoaian.

lifestyle. Where a casual comment like' 11 How are you feeling?M Kill yyV
lead to an hour discussion on F Ward, it has the more visual ndri^Abarii,ag:,
of social cliche behaviour on E Ward «.

. In. a general way we try ’.to
’

discharge patients in our unit from this ward realizing that, the
intensive rather healthy atmosphere of F Ward’s programme in parti-
cular is a very-atypical way of living by todays standards. - We are

j

•
preparing people to return ' to an impersonal society • and in' a ^ v'.

'

paradoxical way while thev have learned to relate intensely ,, they
must also learn again the" social cliches of our robot existences
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PEOPLE • AND' PARADOX

What is a. person? This question has been debated sinc^i,recorded"

history. With concepts like psychopath and schizophrenic, vrlth so ^ittlev^V;

known about the logic games and even less about the ijiner psychptic :V-^|
games, we struggle to understand ourselves. . W§ found in Herman Hesse v.

- -,^7i
perhaps a better model, one bridging east and west, one that happened to >*.

show us the narrow .concept of Western man, . and that we could more easily
understand not the Steppenwolf, the beast in man, out the countless j

,

7
:/“

number of men. -
.

•
.

:
•

:

v

’’Of all literature up to our days the drama v

has been the most highly prized by writers and
critics, and rightly since it offers the greatest •

'

"
.7

:

possibilities of representing the ego as a -7-

manifold entity, but for the optical illusion
which maked us believe that the characters of

r" "*
• X ' H

the play are one-fold entities by lodging each one in
one in an undeniable body, singly, separately,
and once .and for all. An artless aesthetic crit-
icism, then, keep's its highest praise for this 7 .

-

so-called, character-drama in which each character., 7Xy;
-vv

'

makes his appearance unmistakeably as ‘a separate -rh.h-X .. 7-

'

v
--r:

and single entity. Only from afar and by,degrees -v : "

the suspicion dawns here and there that all this is •

perhaps a. cheap and superficial aesthetic philosophy, • ~
' C7

and that we make a mistake in attributing to our "77 77.-7-.x7
great dramatists those magnificent conceptions of

^
of

.

beauty that come to us from antiquity. These conceptions
,

,-
:7£7vy7

are not native to us, but are merely picked up J‘

'

at second hand, and it is in them, with their common
7 .

;
.

source in the visible body, that . the origin of ..the . .

. 7 . .

*
.

fiction of an ego, an individual, is really to be

found. There is no trace of such a notion in the ,;7.;

* poems of ancient India. - The heroes of the epics h777

of India are not individuals, but whole reels of
individualities ..in a series of incarnations. . - i---

"The Steppenwolf, too, believes that he bears two
souls (wolf and man) in his breast and even so finds
his breast disagreeably cramped because of them. The
breast and the body are indeed one, but the souls

_

that •»
- ,-.r

dwell in it are not two, nor five, but countless in
number. Man is an onion made up of a hundred integuments,
a texture made up of many threads. The ancient Asiatics •:

.knew this well enough, and in. the Buddhist Yoga an exact:

.

technique was devised for unmasking the illusion of W.v-iry

the personality. The human merry-go-round sees many . ^

changes: the illusion that cost India the efforts of
thousands of years to unmask is the same illusion
that the West has laboured just as hard to maintain
and strengthen.

;

'

7
"'

"If we consider the Steppenwolf from this standpoint s v,r

-

it -will be clear- to us why he suffered so much under v 7

his ludicrous dual personality. He believes, like Faustj..

**&. v.; :
;

'
• *vU*.

n •

.

•

r
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that two souls are far too many for a single -' V
:

breast and must tear the breast asunder. They are ,**£• .?&•'. i*

•

on the contrary far too few, and Harry does shocking Yv/p
violence to his poor soul when he endeavors to 1

••
4
*

w -V -•

apprehend it by means of so primitve an image.”

’’There is, in fact, no way back either to the wolf
'; .

or to the - child. From the very start there is
.

f-

no innocence and no singleness. Every created
-

;
. 'V

'

thing, even the simplest, i3 already guilty,'-'- '

already multiple. » It has been thrown into the
.

’ *’-

muddy stream of being and may never more swim /:•/"•
;

••

back again to its source. The way to innocence, ''

to the uncreated and to God leads on, not back,
. l'

-

-

not back to the wolf or to the child, but -ever
. .

: r
further into sin, -ever deeper into human life. -

Nor will suicide really solve your problem, .
•

.. •
,,-

-

- 'Yipf..;..

unhappy Steppenwolf, You will, instead, embark

.

on the longer and wearier and harder road of life. V
You will have to multiply many times "

# ;
- Y.

'

your two-fold being and complicate your complexities
still further. Instead, of narrowing your world and

simplifying your soul, you will have to absorb -more- r:,'* -

and more of the world and at last take-up in
.

your painfully expanded soul, if .you are to ever '

find peace. This is the road that Buddha and every

great man has gone, whether consciously or not,

•insofar as fortune favoured his quest. All births mean
separation from the All, the confinement within

/ *•'- "
••,'. ••

limitation, the separation from God, the pangs of being -

born ever anew.- The return into the All, the dissolution-

of painful individuation, the reunion with God means
the expansion of thesoul until it is able once more
to embrace the All.” '.'

Man is the ten thousand persons, the ten thousand-selves of the

east. In the west, psychoanalytic science is excited when the three

faces of Eve are unravelled. Or when Sybil with sixteen personalities 7
;

is confirmed. Three, sixteen, to ten thousand,, we grow and we rotate •

into the inexhaustable silence of the east. Y

On any. given day 140 persons live together in our 4 communities. •

These 140 persons have on the average killed 75 persons, assaulted
.

35 raped 20, molested 10 children and set 10 serious fires. :i They >^wl>-

have committed an unknown number of ether serious unlawful acts -

they carr}*' criminal and insane labels. Yet they live together without

homicide with few' fights, in fact safer than most Canadians. And- Y •

while this life style is remarkable the question does exposure to this;-*

experience help must be raised. •

Over the past several years there have been a number of studies .

of discharged" Oak”Ttidge patients. The purpose of these follow-up
studies were to determine the degree of dangerousness- of discharged

Oak Ridge patients, and what sorts of patients were -most; likfly-.to‘_.

get into trouble upon their release. ^ Three tentative follow-up
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studies have been completed: (a) a study of 91 patients' discharged ,

by the Central Ontario Regional Board of Review, (b) a mi56
-.“tins;

released patients who had been held on WLG 1
s. after being

unfit to stand trial or not guilty by reason of insanity and, (c j .

a study of 20 hospital discharges, 20 former WLG’s and 20 Regional .

Review Board discharges 0
.

A A;
"

•

In general , these studies indicate that most former Oak Ridge,
patients do not get into serious trouble with the' lav; upon release*, y-’ j'

Approximately 3$ % of the Regional Review Board patients. were; .re*-’

admitted to Oak Ridge or committed a (usually nonviolent ) criminal
offence within two years of their discharge from. Oak Ridge,,. Somewhat R
less than 9 $ of the former WLG’s were readmitted to Oak Ridge V
or committed a new offence within two years of their discharge, *

Hospital discharges feel between the failure rates of the other .two.!-* - ;*

groups, '•
: ‘

;;

•"
A.

Whatever these studies indicate, one thing remains an enigma*
Patients sent to Oak Ridge constitute a group that cannot be safely i

:

.R

treated elsewhere because of the seriousness of their legal and' psych-^
is trie situations. Yet as dangerous and violent as,- these •dAAAAAA
"murderors, suicides, and criminal against Gcd and art” seem, to be,

they live safely within our Unit as casually as society 1 s - boy-hext- -

A A;:

door, helping one another, and supporting one another in an environ?,^’-'

ment constantly shifting statically and. yet dynamically frozen.

Does our system work? Whatever further studies reveal we feel,

it is safe to state tentatively that a majority of our violent*;^; ;•
> -

•. • ..

re-enter Canadian life non-violently „
• '•
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